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Abstract. We present • study of the morphology•nd bulk physicalproperties of
• Fontainebleaus•ndstonevi• an X ray tomographic•nalysis. Synchrotron-b•sed

X ray tomographictechniques
provideus with a high-resolution
(7.5 •um),threedimensionaldigitized representationof the sandstonethat leavesthe s•mple intact
and unaltered. To estimate • wide spectrum of bulk properties of the Fontainebleau
s•ndstone specimen, we extract from this image a number of different correlation
functions that statistically characterizethe pore-spacemorphology and relevant
pore-spacelength and time scales.These statistical measuresare obtainable from

lineal,plane,•nd/or volumemeasurements
andincludethe porosity,specificsurface,
two-point and three-point probability functions,lineal-path function, chord-length
distribution function, pore-size distribution function, and coarseness.The poresize distribution function, in particular, contains• certain level of connectedness
information •nd •ccordingly c•n only be obtained from • three-dimensional
representationof the s•mple. M•ny bulk propertiesof the s•ndstone,suchas the

mean survivaltime r (obtainablefrom NuclearMagneticResonance
relaxation
studies),fluid permeabilityk, effectiveelectricaland thermalconductivities,
and
effectiveelastic moduli, c•n be estimated using the •forementionedstatistical

correlationfunctions.Specifically,
the electricalconductivity(or, equivalently,
the
formationf•ctor F), meansurvivaltime, and fluid permeabilityare determined
using rigorousbounds. The mean survival time •nd fluid permeability •re also
found usingdirect simulationtechniques•nd cross-propertyrelations,respectively.
One suchcross-property
relationfor k dependingon r and F gives• permeability
estimate that is within • factor of 2 of the experimental result.

Introduction

and other heterogeneous
media(suchas the conductivity and elasticmoduli) are sensitiveto the full three-

Interest in understandingthe structure of geologic dimensional structure of the samples. Indeed, commaterialsdatesback to the work of Darcy [1856]. It plete characterization of the effectiveproperties requires
was well known that the structure of the rock greatly knowledgeof an infinite set of n-point statistical correaffectedthe flow characteristicsthat Darcy was measur- lation functions[Beran, 1968;Milton, 1987; Torquato,
ining. Becauseof the complexityof the problem, Darcy 1991]. In practice,only lower-ordermorphological
introduced the bulk permeability that relates the ap- formation is obtainable either experimentally or theoplied pressuregradient to the averagevelocityof the vis- retically. Using lower-order information, one can concousfluid flowing through the medium. It is now very struct rigorousbounds on a variety of effectivepropermedia[Seran,1968;Milton, 1981;
well establishedthat other bulk properties of porous tiesof heterogeneous
Torquato, 1991; Prager, 1961; Prager, 1969; Dot, 19.76;
Milton, 1987; Berryman and Milton, 1985; Rubinstein
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and Torquato,1988; Rubinsteinand Torquato,1989;
Torquatoand Avellaneda,199!] that cansometime
s be
highly predictive.
The processof obtainingrelevantmorphologicalquantities from actual material samples has been limited
by a lack of high-resolution,pore/grain-level, threedimensionalinformation. With recentexperimental.ad-
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vancesin fields such as scanningand transmissionelec- fined preciselybelow and are important in determining
a variety of effectiveproperties, such as the conductiv-

tron microscopy[Flegler,1993],laserscanningconfocal
microscopy
[Fredrichel al., 1995],scanningtunneling
electronmicroscopy[$troscioand Kaiser, 1992],and
synchrotron-based
X ray tomography[Flanneryel al.,

ity [Beran, 1968; Milton, 1981; Torquato,1991; Mil-

ton, 1987],elasticmoduli[Milton,1981],nuclearmagneticresonance
(NMR) time-scales
[Dot, 1976;Rubin1987; Deckman el al., 1989; Dunsmuir el al., 1991;Kin- steinand Torqualo,1988],discretefree-pathproperties
ney and Nichols, 1992], it is possibleto obtain high- [Ho andStreider,1979; Tokunaga,1985]and the fluid
resolution two- and three-dimensional
microstructural
permeabilityIDol, 1976; Berryman and Milton, 1985;
phaseinformation of a given sample. In addition, these Torquato,1986;Rubinsteinand Torquato,1989].
methodsare nonintrusiveleavingthe sampleintact and
We also estimatethe formation factor (or, equivaunaltered,whichallowscomplimentarystudieseither by lently,the effectiveelectricalconductivity),meansurany of the aforementionedtechniquesor through direct vival time (obtainablefrom NMR relaxationexperiexperimentalmeasurementof the samesample.
ments[Banavarand Schwartz,1987; Wilkinsonet al.,
As experimental or digitized data are of finite reso- 1991;Strangeet al., 1993]),and the fluid permeability
lution, it is important to understand the relationship
betweenthe correlationfunction extracted from a digitized representation and the correlation function for
the actual material. This relationship is exact for infinite resolution and becomescorrespondinglyless so

of the Fontainebleauspecimen. This is accomplishedusing boundingtechniques,cross-propertyrelations,and
direct computer simulations.

X Ray Tomography and

at reducedresolutions.Coker and Torquato[1995a,b]
recentlystudieddigitized representations
of the contin- Data Segmenting

uum model of overlappingspheresat variousresolutions
Traditional methodsfor obtaining three-dimensional
and volume fractions. They discoveredthat for certain
information
often involve invasive techniques. These
morphologicalquantities, large discrepanciesarosebemethods are undesirable becausethey alter the sample
tween the exact continuum results and the measured
digitized analogues. In some casesthe differencewas in such a manner that inhibits either repeated analysis
as muchas 20%. However,certainmorphologicalquan- or complementaryanalysesusing different techniques.
tities showedlittle or no dependence.As the digitized Serialsectioning,as conductedby J.G. Berryman et al.
nature of a medium is actually realizedin the boundary [e.g., 1985,1986]and Dullienet al. [e.g.,Dullien,1979;
between the phases,quantities sensitiveto this interface MacDonaldet al., 1986; Kwiecienet al., 1990]is one
showedthe greatestdependence.Thereforethe poorer suchtechniquethat leavesthe bulk samplepermanently
the resolution, the worse the correlation between the destroyed.In addition, the sectioningprocessmay alter
the microstructure of each analyzed slice. Computerdigitizedmeasurement
and the actualvalue.
We will employ the experimental data from a mi- aided tomography(GAT) scansprovide a meansfor
crotomographicstudy of Fontainebleausandstone,as noninvasive analysis, but they are limited to resoluthis allowsaccessto high-resolutioncharacterizationof tions of .-. 100 /•m which is not sufficientto explore
the specimenin the full three dimensions.This sample geologicalsamplesat the pore or grain level. With
waspreviouslystudiedby Schwartzet al. [1994].They x-ray synchrotronssuch as the National Synchrotron
conducted a direct numerical simulation

on fluid mo-

tion through the pore spacein an attempt to predict
the fluid permeability. We focusmostly on extracting
morphologicalmeasuresand usingthis informationto
estimate physicalproperties.
To estimate a wide spectrum of bulk properties of
the Fontainebleausandstonespecimen,we extract from
the three-dimensionalimage a numberof differentcorrelation functions,some of which are obtainable from
lineal, plane, and/or volumemeasurements.
The most
basicand simplestquantitiesare the volumefraction of
phasei, qbi,and specificsurface(the interfacialsurface
area per unit volume)s. Thesequantitiesare actually
one-point correlationfunctions. For example, in the
caseof a statistically homogeneous
system,qbiis equal
to the probability of finding a point in phase i. Both
qbiand s can be obtained from lineal, plane or volume

Light Source(NSLS) locatedat BrookhavenNational

Laboratory producing high intensity X rays with well
describedcontinuum spectra, the reality of analyzing
three-dimensionalsamples at the pore level has been
achievedsinceresolutionsof 1/•m are possiblewith typical rocks and materials.

Tomographic Process

The tomographicdata used in this analysisare obtained from a sampleof Fontainebleausandstonewhich
has two highly desirableproperties: the pore phaseis
relatively free of inter-grain contaminantssuchas clay,

and the grain phase(consistingof primarily quartz)
tendsto be very homogeneous
in comparisonwith other
sandstones. The segmentingand subsequentanalysis are therefore much easier, as the specimenmay be

treatedasa two-phase
material:grain(quartz)andair.

mation that we obtain from the specimeninclude: two-

The microtomographydata and reconstructedthreedimensionalmaps of specimenX ray opacity are col-

point and three-pointprobabilityfunctions$2(r) and
$a(r,s, t), lineal-pathfunctionL(z), chord-length
distributionfunctionp(z), pore-sizedistributionfunction
P(5), and coarseness
C. All of thesequantitiesare de-

lectedusingthe scanner[Deckmanet al., 1989;Dunsmuir et al., 1991],locatedat beamlineX2-B located
at Brookhaven
NationalLaboratory(NSLS).A greatly
simplifiedrepresentationof the tomographicprocessis

measurements
[Underwood,
1970]. Higher-orderinfor-
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shown in Figure 1. At this beam-line the full spec- quisition time for thesespecimensis about 1 hour. Data
trum of X rays from the synchrotronis passedfrom the reconstruction requires an additional hour.
ring to a monochromatorcrystal located in the instruData Segmenting

menthutchabout20 m from the ring. A Si (111) crys-

tal was usedto producea highly collimated monochromatic 17 keV X ray beam. This beam is incident on the
3-mm-diameter cylindrical specimen,which was cored
from a larger specimenthat had been previouslybackfilled with epoxy resin. X rays transmitted by the specimen are convertedto light using an optically polished

A tomographicimage slice consistsof a rectangular
array of X ray attenuation coefficients,each associated

with a finite-volumecube (voxel)of the sample. The
attenuation coefficientsare a function of the average
density and compositionof the material in any given

voxel. This makesinterpretation of the attenuation coefficientssomewhatambiguous.Therefore a plot of the
attenuation coefficientsis a measureof the density variation throughout the sample. Becauseof various aspects of X ray tomography,distinguishingbetween the
resolution radiograph of the specimen. For this con- grain and pore phasesis not sharp. Thereforethe attenfiguration the resolution is limited by the CCD pixel uationhistogramfor a typicalbinary materialconsists
size. A tomographicscan is accomplishedby rotating of an overlappingbivariate distribution as illustrated in
the specimenabout an axis perpendicular to the X ray Figure 2. The peak at higher attenuation coefficients
beam and parallel to the CCD pixel columnswhile col- is associatedwith the grain phase. The large peak at
lecting radiographsof the specimenat small angular lower attenuation values is associated with the exterincrements. A total of 720 radiographsof the specimen nal air spacesurroundingthe sample. The middle peak
were collectedat 0.25ø angular incrementsbetween 0ø arisesfrom the epoxy filled pore spacein the sandstone
and 180 ø.
sample. It is the epoxy phase that we identify as the
Tomographicreconstructionis carried out by direct pore spacein the sample.
Fourierinversion[Flanneryet al., 1987].X ray opacities For our quantitative analysisof the tomographicim(projections)
arecalculatedfromthe radiographic
data ages,it is necessaryto have a well-defined,self-consisand are sortedby CCD pixel row to form the sinogram. tent method of identifyingeach voxel as either pore or
The one-dimensional
fast Fouriertransform(FFT) of grain. Some traditional approachesinvolve choosinga
each row of the sinogramforms the two-dimensional thresholdor cut-off attenuation coefficientvalue lying
Fourier transform of the projections in polar coordi- somewherebetween the peaks in Figure 2; any voxel
nates. A changeof coordinatesfrom polar to Cartesian with attenuationcoefficientvalue greaterthan the cutis made using a weighted interpolation process. This off is identified as material while those with lower valis followed by an inverse two-dimensional FFT to re- ues are identified as pore. In general, choiceof this
construct the slice. Since the synchrotron radiation is cut-off is arbitrary and may not be the best approach
highly collimated,the samereconstruction
algorithmis for phase identification. It was recently demonstrated
appropriate for each row of CCD pixels, as the CCD is by Jain and Dubuisson[1992]that thresholding
metha contiguousstackof 512 linear computerizedtomogra- ods are inadequatefor segmentingimageswith overphy (CT) detectorarraysoperatingin parallel. Three lapping bivariate distributions that arise from X ray
dimensionalvolumesare constructedby stackingthe re- and CAT scan images. Their study included simple
constructedslices. For our cylindrical specimens,this thresholding,adaptive thresholding,and iterated conresults in a 512 x 512 x 512 cube of data with rock data
ditional modes.They arguethat the inherentstructure
in the inscribed 512-pixel-diameter cylinder. Data ac- of an image can be better characterizedthrough detec-

CsI(T1) crystal. Light emittedfrom the crystalis imagedontothe surfaceof a 512x 512,30 ium/pixelcharge
coupleddevice(CCD) usinga 4 x numericalaperture
= 0.2 microscope
objectiveresultingin a 7.5 ium/pixel
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Figure 1. A simplifiedillustrationof the X ray tomograph¾
imagingprocess.
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Figure 2. Exampleattenuationcoefficienthistogram
(unfiltered)for Fontainebleau
sandstone.The peak associatedwith large attenuation coefficientscorresponds
to the grain phase. The largest peak, associatedwith Figure 3. Samplefiltered slice of Fontainebleausandlow attenuation valuescorrespondsto the air surround- stone. The black regioncorresponds
to the grain phase.
ing the sample. The middle peak arisesfrom the epoxy- The diameter of the cylindrical core is 3 mm with a
filled pore spacein the sandstonesample. The epoxy voxel resolutionof 7.5 •m
phaseis identified as the pore spacein the sample.

1. In this investigationwe associatea value of 1 with
the grain phaseand a value of 0 with the pore phase.
the literature[Beghdadiand Negrate,1989;œeu,1992]. As this study concentrateson only one sample, there
Therefore, we use an edge-basedsegmentationalgo- is only one realizationw, but the size of the sample
rithm [Cokerandœindquist,
1994]that is a compromise is sufficientlylarge as to allow us to replaceensemble
betweena simple thresholdapproachand the algorith- averagingwith volumeaveraging.
mic complicationsassociatedwith thesepublishededgeenhancingsegmentationalgorithms. As tomographic The n-Point Probability Functions and Bulk
images are obtained slice-wise,with consequentpoten- Properties
tial normalization deviations between different slices,
The simplest morphologicalmeasuresare the oneour segmentingprocedure is performed on individual
point correlationfunctionssuch as the volume fraction
slices.A samplefiltered sliceis shownin Figure 3.
4i of phase i and the specificsurface area s, both of
which are defined in terms of the appropriate charaction and localizationof the edgesseparatingthe various phases.These conclusionsare further supportedby

Definition of Morphological Quantities
and Corresponding Bounds

teristic

functions

as

• = 1-•

In the most general situation the random medium is

= (Z(x)),

s = (A/f(x)).

(3)

Here angular bracketsdenoteensembleaveraging.Un-

a domainofspaceV(w) • 7•a, wheretherealization
w i: der the ergodic hypothesis,ensembleaveragingcan be
taken from some probability spaceof volume V, whirl
is composedof two regionsor phases: phase I regior

replacedwith volume averaging. The volume fraction
• has a simple probabilistic interpretation; it is the
(the void phase)12•of volumefraction• and phast probability of finding a point in phasei.
2 region(the grain phase)122of volumefraction•2.
The probability that two points separatedby r both
Let 0]2 denote the surface or interface between 12•and lie in the pore phaseis denotedby S•(r). For isotropic
F•. For a given realizationw the characteristicfunction media, the two-point probability function dependsonly
:•(x) of phasei is givenby
on the magnitudeof the separationr and is given by

1 xeV•.
Z(x)- 0

-

(•)

(4)

+

wherer -[1•11.Someimportantproperties
of $•(r) are
lim •q2(r) -- •2
(5)
(2)

The characteristic
function.M(x) for the interfaceis
defined as

•(x)-

IVZ(x)l.

This notation translates into a designationof each
phase of the tomographicimage with a value of 0 or

d

1

•S•(•) [•=o= -•.
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Moregenerally,
the material'smicrostructure
canbe Lineal Path and Chord Length Distribution
characterizedby the n-point probabilityfunctions,S•.

$•(xl,x2,...,x•)

Functions

givesthe probabilityof findingn

Anotherimportantmorphological
descriptoris the

pointsin the samephaseat the positions,xl,...,xn.

function
L(z) [Lu andTorquato,
1992a,b]
There are several other n-point correlation functions lineal-path
whichis the probabilityof findinga line segmentof
andwe referreadersto [Torquato,1991]for a thorough
lengthz whollyin the voidphasewhenthrowninto
review.
a sample. A closelyrelatedquantityis the chord-

The n-point probabilityfunctionsprovidea useful
lengthdistribution
functionp(z) [Torquato
and Lu,
probewith whichto defineseverallengthscales
charac1993].
Specifically,
p(z)dz
is
the
probability
of
a findteristicof the sample.Beran[1968]mentionsa characing
a
chord
of
length
between
z
and
z
+
dz
in
the
void
teristiclengthscale,XAin termsof S2(r) asfollows

phase.Chordsaredistributions
of lengths
between
intersectionsof lines with the two-phaseinterface. The

ß
kA-

[S2(r)- •b•]dr.

(6) firstmomentof p(z), AD,meanchordlengthis defined
&s

A lengthscale,XBthat appearsin rigorous
boundson
At>zr(z)dz.
(10)
the fluidpermeability
[Prager,1961;Pragcr,
1969]and
trapping
rate(orequivalently,
meansurvival
time)
Torquato
and Lu [1993]showed
that the lineal-path
binsteinand Torquato,1988]is definedby

-

functionand the chord-length
distributionfunctionfor
any statisticallyisotropicsystemare relatedaccording
to the expression

.

Prager[1961]firstderivedan upperboundon thefluid
permeabilityk usingAB that was correctedlater by
Berrymanand Milton [1985]as

k<

- 3(1- •b•)2'

AD
d2L(z)
ß

(11)

Knowledge
of p(z) is of importance
in transportproblems involving"discretefree paths," suchas Knudsendiffusionand radiativetransport[Ho and Sireider,
1979;Tokunaga,1985].

(8) Mean

Survival Time, Pore Size Distribution,

and Fluid Permeability

Thereexistsharpervariationalboundson k that also

The meansurvivaltime r (obtainablefrom an nu-

dependon higher-order
n-pointquantities
[Torquato,clearmagnetic
resonance
(NMR) experiment
[Banavar
1991].
Anotherlengthscaleobtainablefrom the two-point
functionis its correlationlength as definedby the distance at which the two-pointfunctiondwindlesto its

and Schwartz,1987; Wilkinsonet al., 1991; Strange

et al., 1993])is the average
timea Brownian
or diffusingparticletakesto diffuse
in a trap-free
region(with

diffusion
coefficient
D) in a systemof partiallyabsorbasymptotic
valueof qbx2;
thisscalewill be referredto as ing trapsbeforebecoming
absorbed
by the trapping
A½.
phase. Therefore,the quantityDr providesan averAn additional geometricparameterthat plays an agepore-size
measure.In the Fontainebleau
sandstone
importantrolein determining
the effective
conductiv- system,the voidphaseis identifiedwith the trap-free
ity and the bulk modulusof a randommediumis (2 regionand the grainphaseis identifiedwith the trap
[Torquato,
1991].Thisparameter
liesin therange[0,1] region.The meansurvivaltime is measured
by simuandinvolvesa multi-dimensionalintegraloverthe three- latingthe Brownian
motionof diffusing
particles
in the
pointprobabilityfunctionSa(y,z, O) [Torquato,
1980; voidphase.The time for eachparticleto diffuseto the
Milton,1981].In threedimensions,
(2 is definedasfol- void-grainboundaryis measured
for eachparticleand
lows:
thenaveraged
overall suchparticles.Weuseanefficient
first-passage
time algorithmfirst developed
for continuum materialsby Torquatoand Kim [1989]and then
-d(cos0) x
(:2- i 2•1•2 Z '•- 1
later adaptedto digitizedmedia[Cokerand Torquato,
1995a].It waspreviously
shown[CokerandTorquato,
1995a]
that r measured
ona digitized
medium
provides

P2(cosO)
[$3(y,
zO)
- S2(y)$2(z)
] (9)

a lower bound on the true continuum mean survival

where
P2(cos
O)- « [3cos
20- 1] isthesecond-order

time.

functionP(5) [ScheidegLegendre
polynomial.As the three-point
probability The pore-sizedistribution
get,
1974;
Torquato
and
Avellaneda,
1991],is defined
function$3(y,z, O) definesthe probabilityof finding
that a randomly
threepointsin the porephase,it may be determined suchthat P(5)d5 is the probability
froma two-dimensional
image[Berryman,1985]rather chosenlocationin the pore phaselies a distancebethan a full three-dimensionalrepresentationwhen the
medium is isotropic.

tween5 and 5+d5 of the nearestpoint on the pore-solid
interface.It is importantto note that P(6)d6 can be
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obtained only from a three-dimensionalrepresentation
of the sample,as it containssomeconnectedness
infor-

mation about the pore space[Torquato,1994].

where.T = erl/ereis the formationfactor and L is a
lengthparameterwhichis a weightedsumoverthe viscousrelaxationtimes associatedwith the time-depen-

satisfiesthe following properties

with

k-

dent Stokesequations.
•o•P(5)dS-1,
P(c•)-O (12)
Sinceit is difficult to obtain L • exactly, rigorous

treatmentscan only provideboundson L •'. It hasbeen
conjectured[Torquatoand Kim, 1992]that for isotropic
mediapossessing
an arbitrary but connectedpore space,
where s is the specific surface area as defined above. the followingrelation holds:
$

P(O)-

The mean pore size AE is definedby the first moment

DT

of P(5), i.e.,

k _<• .
•s = (•)-

5V(5)dS.

(14)

(21)

Because
the right-handsideof (21) appearsto overestimate k by roughly a factor of porosity•bl for a number

The mean survival time r has been rigorouslyboun- of porousmedia,it hasbeenproposed[Schwartzet al.,
ded from below in terms of the mean pore size ,•e

1993]that the approximaterelation

[TorqualoandAvellaneda,1991]via the relation

Dr

,
where D is the diffusion

should be accurate for a large classof porous media.

coefficient.

The cumulativedistribution
functionF(5) associatedThis relation will be tested in the subsequentsection.
It should be noted that the approximateformula
with P(5) is definedby

F(5) -

P(z)dz

with

F(0)=I

F(oo)=0.

A2

(16)

developedby Johnsone! al. [1986]providesa good
estimate
of k for a variety of media. Here A•' is a dy(17)
namically weightedratio of pore volumeto surfacearea

F(5) is the fractionof porespacethat hasa porediam- that involvesthe electric field. It is not as easyto meaeter greater than 5. The mean pore-sizemay also be sure directly as either W or r, however.

defined in terms of the cumulative pore-size distribution function,

•s -

F(5)dS.

Coarseness

A quantity that has many implicationsin the investi-

(18) gation of microstructurefor real materialsis the coarse-

ness,C, first studiedby Lu and Torquato[1990].This
Torquato[1991]developeda rigorouscross-propertyquantity providesa quantitative measureof local porosrelation that relatesthe fluid permeability k to the mean ity fluctuations and henceof the uniformity of the covtime r as follows:
erageof the phases.The standard deviationassociated
with the characteristic function err for an infinite sysk _<•lDr.
(19) tem is a constant that does not provide much useful

survival

structural

Thus a measurement of the mean survival time provides an upper bound on the fluid permeability. Rela-

information

about

the random

medium.

In

particular, err for fluctuations associatedwith the volume fraction of the void phase,is given by

tion (19) becomesan equalityfor transportinteriorto
parallel tubes of arbitrary cross-section
(in the direction of the tubes). The bound(19) is relativelysharp

• =

for flow around dilute arrays of obstacles;for example,

(z

•x

= •----•---. (24)

for spheresk = 2D•blr/3. For a cubicarray of narrow
tubesit is lesssharp:k = Dealt/3. Generally,inequality (19) isnotsharpbecause
r isa reflection
oftheentire
pore space,whereask is a reflectionof the dynamically

In contrast, the coarsenessis given in terms of the

connectedpart of the pore space.

given by

Avellanedaand Torquato[1991]derivedthe first rig-

stochastic
quantity,v(x) whichis the localvolumefraction of the void phase measuredin a window of finite

sizeV0 at x with (v(x)/ - •1. Thus the coarseness
is

C-- er•'

orous equality connectingthe permeability to the effective electrical conductivity ereof a porous medium where err is the standard deviation associatedwith meaof its definition,C is decontaininga conductingfluid of conductivityerl and an suring r. As a consequence
pendent on the volume and shape of the observation
insulatingsolidphase:
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highly sensitive to the digitized nature of the sample. In somewhat practical terms this translates into
a resolution dependence. Therefore we will draw upon
this experience to place the following results with the
Fontainebleauspecimenin a more informed context.
The one-point probability function q•l is found to be
0.154, which is in closeagreementwith the experimen-

0.20
0.15"•

tal measurement
of 0.148 [Schwartze! al., 1994]as discussed below.

The two-point probability function averaged across
slicesof the Fontainebleauspecimenis givenin Figure 4.

0.05

The
i
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,
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r (•tm)

Figure

4.

Fontainebleau

Two-point probability function for
sandstone.

windowand reducesto a•/q•l in the limit V0 --* •.

It

was also shown that C can be related to the two-point

structure

of this curve is reminiscent

of materials

composedof overlapping granules. As the two-point
probability function is not very sensitiveto the underlying morphology,this is not a surprisingresult. As
was mentioned above, the two-point probability function may be used to define the length scales,AA, As,
and A½. These are given in Table 1. In earlier work

[Cokerand Torquato,1995b],eachof thesequantities
wasfound to be relatively insensitiveto the digitization
process. The uncertaintiesgiven in Table I measure

probabilityfunctiondescribed
earlier[Lu and Torqualo, the statistical fluctuations across slices and are not in1990].
dicative of measurementerror. Such large statistical
fluctuations

are therefore

due to the limited

size of each

slice. The coarseness
is given in Figure 5. Since C is
Morphological Results and Predictions
computedin an observationvolume having a thickness
In the results that follow, each voxel of the recon- of one slice,it providesa usefulmeasureof the statististructed tomographicimage is a cubic region of size cal fluctuationsone will encounterin goingfrom sliceto
7.5 x 7.5 x 7.5 pms andcomprises
a singlephase,grain, slice in a digitized medium. This volume Vo is scaled
or pore. Therefore the phaseof a randomly chosen by the volume of a sphere with diameter A½. This is
point is that of the voxel in which it resides. The donebecauseA½ providesa convenientlength scalebealgorithmsfor the previousstudy involvingdigitized yond which correlationshave died out. As can be seen
spheres[Cokerand Torquato,1995a,b]weredeveloped in Figure 5, C at relatively large volumesis still approxprimarily for rectangular regionswithin a slice and a imately 0.14. Therefore, the size of the Fontainebleau
seriesof slicesforming a rectangularvolume. All two- specimenis statistically small, giving rise to the large
dimensionalquantities are computedwithin eachslice, fluctuations shown in Table 1.
In Table 2 the specific surface area s for the digiand the resultsare averagedacrossslices.Thereforewe
extract the largestpossiblerectangularvolumefrom the tized specimenis given usingtwo differentmethods: dicenterof the cylindricaldrill coresampleshownin Fig- rect measurement
and formula(5). The latter is one
ure 3. The sampleconsistedof roughly300 planar slices of the most common methods of extracting s and reseparatedby a distanceof 7.5 pm. Becauseof various lies on the use of the two-point probability function
experimentaldifficulties,someinternal sliceshad to be S2(r). The directmeasurement
of the specificsurface
discarded,reducingthe numberof usefulslicesto 296. area is performedby countingthe exposedsurfacearea

As was discussed
above,previouswork [Coker and of eachthree-dimensional
voxelbelongingto the grain
Torquato,1995b]with overlapping
digitizedspheresys- phase. The direct measurement is an exact measure
tems showedthat certain morphologicalquantitieswere of the digitized sample and providesan upper bound
Table 1. CharacteristicLength ScalesStudied in This Investigation
Parameter

A•

A•
Ac

Definition

f• [_S•.(r)c•x]_dr

f0 r [S2(r)-- q•l]dr
seetext

Description

Mean
Value
of($•.- •b•)

FirstMoment
of($2- •b•)
correlationlength

AD

f•oo
zp(z)dz

meanchordlength

•2
rD

Equation(9)
seetext

three-pointparameter
survivaltime x diffusioncoefficient

Ar

5P(5)d5

mean
pore
size

Measured Value

4.64-1.6pm

144.0
4-24/•m2
-., 200 pm

44.54-5 pm

10.2
4-0.1pm
0.424- 0.16
1544- 6 pm2

The last column includes the measured values as discussedin the text. In addition, this table contains the
resultingmeasurementof (2.
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on the true specific surface area. The specificsurface

area obtainedfrom $2(r) is shownin Table 2 for several different

resolutions.

The lower-resolution

results

will be more consistentwith the continuum or experimental result, while the higher-resolutionresults will
approachthe direct result. This phenomenonis clearly
seen in Table 2. Obtaining an exact measurementof
the continuum specificarea is difficult becauseof this

0.6

0.4

resolutiondependence.However,it wasshown[Coker
and Torquato,1995b]that a medium-resolution
(1/2 1 voxel)givesa result that closelyapproximates
that

0.2

of the continuum system. In fact, the lower-resolution

0 I , I ,, ,I • I ! I ,

measurements
indeed providea value much closerto
the experimentalvalue (seeTable 2) than the direct

0

2

4

6

8

method. In the infinite resolutionlimit, the direct re-

suit couldbe obtainedfrom the useof (5).
The void lineal-pathfunctionL(z) and the chord- Figure 5. Coarseness,C, as a function of scaledoblengthdistributionfunctionp(z) areshownin Figure6. servation window for Fontainebleau sandstone. V• is
Owing to the digitized nature of the specimenand the

sensitivityof p(z) to the grain-voidinterface,the first
moment, ,•o is probably somewhatsmaller than the actual value. Given the pore volumefraction, we estimate

that it is approximately5% lessthan the actual value.

As was mentionedabove, P(5) and F(5) are intrinsically three-dimensionalquantities. These quantities were measured on sample volumes of dimensibn

the volume of a spherewith diameter A½ and Vo is the
volume of the observation

window.

passagetime algorithm for digitized media discussed

earlier[Cokerand Torquato,1995a].Tablei showsthat
rD is equalto 154 pm2. It is interesting
to compare
this valueto the rigorouslowerbound(15). Fromthe
value of Az•given in Table 1, it is found that rD must

(15)is
2250x 2250x 1583 pm3. This volumeis equivalent begreaterthan104pm2, andthusthi• .bound

to 211 slices which is less than the 296 slices discussed

above becausevarious neighboringsliceswere missing
as a result of experimental dif[iculties. The results are
shownin Figure 7. The mean pore-sizeis shownin Table 1. Previous work on overlappingdigitized sphere
systemsdemonstratedthat digitizedsystemscontained

relatively sharp.

The parameter(2 = 0.42 (seeTable 1), whichdeterminesboundson the effectiveconductivity[Torquato,
1980;Milton, 1981]and elasticmoduli[Milton,1981],
wasdeterminedusinga previouslydevelopedalgorithm
[Cokerand Torquato,1995b].The largeuncertaintyin
(2 arisesfrom the relatively small samplesize available.

!argernumbersof small poresand consequently
fewer The three-point probability function that arisesin the
numbersof large pores. Therefore the measuredmean
pore-sizeis diminishedpossiblyby as muchas 20%
pending on the exact geometry of the pore-grain inter-

face.

Let us now consider the effective properties of the
Fontainebleau

data set. The mean survival time •' was

directly determined from the data set using the first-

integrandof (2 doesnot decayfast enoughfor the sample sizesstudiedhere, leadingto nonzerocontributions
that cannot be accurately accountedfor. This information is utilized to compute a rigorousupper bound
on the dimensionlesseffective conductivity when the

pore fluid has a conductivity•r• and a nonconducting

Table 2. SpecificSurfaceArea s

Resolution

s, 104 m- •

Direct

2.08

1/6
1/3
1/2
2/3
5/6

1.68
1.63
1.58
1.54
1.50

I

1.43

Experimental

1.54

"Direct" refers to a voxel-by-voxelcountingof sur-

0.15

0.1

0.05

o

20o -

facearea,while "1", "1/3", etc., determinethe spacing
in terms of voxels used to compute the derivative to

Figure 6. Porechord-length
distribution
function
p(z)

obtain s usingequation(5). The uncertaintyfor the and lineal-pathfunctionL(z) for Fontainebleau
sandresultsobtainedhere is approximately15% becauseof stone. The chord-lengthdistributionfunctionis shown
the limitedsamplesize. The experimental
valueis given in units of probabilitydensitywhile the lineal-path
by Schwartzet al. [1994].
functionis shownin units of probability.
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a piece of Fontainebleau sandstone. We determined the
two-point probability function, (-parameter, lineal path
function, chord-length distribution function, pore-size
distribution function, and coarseness. Determination
of the pore-size distribution could not have been done
without such a data set, sinceit is an intrinsically three-

1.0

0.8

0.6

dimensional
0.4

0.2

0.0

0

10

20

30

40

50

r (put)

Figure 7. Pore-sizedistributionfunction P(6) and
the cumulativepore-sizedistributionfunctionF(5) for
Fontainebleau sandstone. The pore-size distribution
function is shown in units of probability density while
the cumulative pore-size distribution function is shown
in units of probability.

measure

that

cannot

be obtained

from

a

two-dimensionalimage. Determination of these statistical quantities allowedus to predict effectiveproperties
of real materials such as mean survival time, permeability, and conductivity. The bound for the mean survival
time was relatively sharp, the permeability was an upper bound within a factor of 1.6 of the experimental
value, and the conductivity bound was about 3 times
larger than the experimentalvalue. As with any digitized representation of real materials, it is important
to bear in mind that the digitization, finite resolution,
and finite samplesizemay affectany measuredquantity.
Finite sample size results primarily in statistical uncertainties, while digitization and finite resolutionresult in
quantitative shifts of the measuredquantities.
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